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The main result is essentially: Let F be a closed split [face of a compact 
convex set K such that A(F) is separable and has the (positive) metric approxima- 
tion property. Then there is a (positive) linear extension operator from A(F) 
into A(K) of norm one. 
This is applied to C*-algebras thus giving sufficient conditions for the 
existence of right inverses to sujective *-homomorphisms. 
This paper deals with aspects of the following two related problems. 
(1) Which closed split faces of a compact convex set are the 
image of a continuous affine projection? 
(2) Which closed two-sided ideals in a C*-algebra admit a 
closed complement ? 
The first question was solved positively for closed metrizable 
faces of Choquet simplexes by Lazar [16] by means of his selection 
theorem. This was generalized to closed metrizable split faces, where 
the complementary face is simplicial by Asimow [9]. We show that 
for a metrizable closed split face the problem has a positive solution 
“in general” if and only if the Banach space of all continuous affine 
functions on the split face enjoys the positive metric approximation 
property. 
The second question has called some attention in cohomology 
theory in operator algebras; e.g. see [15]. From the theorem of 
Borsuk [lo] it follows that in an abelian C*-algebra with unit a 
closed two-sided ideal is complemented if the quotient is separable. 
Also it is well known that there exist abelian C*-algebras with non- 
complemented ideals (c,, is not complemented in m). We show that a 
two-sided closed ideal is complemented provided it has a separable 
quotient which has the metric approximation property. (This is the 
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case when the quotient is abelian, an UHF-algebra or the compact 
operators on a Hilbert space). 
The methods in the proofs come from convexity theory. A crucial 
step is a selection theorem (Theorem 2) which generalizes results of 
Asimow and the author. The proof involves ideas from papers of 
Alfsen and Hirsberg [4], Asimow [S], and the author [5, 61. 
After a couple of technical propositions the proof of the main 
theorem (Theorem 5) is completed by appealing to the inductive 
construction in the papers of Michael and Pelczynski [18] and 
Davie [ll]. 
In the case where A(F) is a VI-space, i.e., a space such that there is a 
sequence of finite-dimensional projections of norm one tending 
strongly to the identity, the first part of Theorem 5 can be obtained 
from Ando’s work [7]. In cases where the projections are positive the 
last part of Theorem 5 can be obtained from Vesterstrom’s work [21]. 
The author is indebted to J. Vesterstrom for many interesting 
discussions on the subject of this paper. 
In what follows, K shall denote a compact convex set in a Hausdorff 
locally convex space. The set of extreme points of K is denoted by 
a,K. /l(K) shall denote the Banach space of all real-valued continuous 
affine functions on K. By A,(K) we shall denote the uniform closure 
of the space of differences of upper semicontinuous affine functions 
on K. 
If F is a closed face of K we let F’ denote the union of all faces 
disjoint from F. F is called a split face if F’ is a face and each point in 
K\(F u F’) has a unique expression as a convex combination of a point 
in F and a point in F’. 
Recall that given an affine function b on a split face F in K there is a 
unique affine extension b of b which equals 0 on the complementary 
face F’. If b is continuous 6 is automatically in A,(K) and satisfies the 
barycentric calculus [6]. 
If f is a real bounded function defined on X 1 8,K we define as 
usual the upper envelope by 
p(K) = inf(a(k) 1 a > f on X, a E A(K)} 
and analogously the lower envelope f. 
We shall start with a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a closed split face of the compact convex 
set K. Let G be a closed convex subset of K such that if x E G and 
x =hxr+(l -Ah)+ f is the decomposition of x after F and F’ then xF 
and xF’ belong to G. 
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Let c E A(G) such that c > 0. Let a E A(F) such that on G n F we 
have a < c. Let g E A(K) and let f be a bounded upper-semicontinuous 
function on a compact X with l&K C X C K such that g, f < a”. 
Then for each E > 0 there is an extension ki E A(K) of a such that 
g Q ii on K, 
f-c<lioonX, 
ii < c on G. 
Proof. Step 1. First we choose 6 > 0 such that 6 < E A (in& c). 
Next define fr and f2 by 
( sup 5, K x#FuG, f&4 = Q(X), XEF, 
c(x) A sup & XEG\F; 
K 
1 
(igff) v g(x), x # X u F, 
f&4 = 4% XEF, 
f(x) v g(x), XEX\F. 
Then fi is lower semicontinuous, fi is upper semicontinuous and 
fi < a”. To prove thatf, > a” we just have to prove that on G we have 
c 3 a”. To this end let x E G and x = Xxr + (1 - h)q the decom- 
position of x after F and F’. As XF E F n G, xF’ E F’ n G we get 
n(x) = h(x,) < hC(xF) + (1 - h) c(xF’) = c(x). 
Since a” satisfies the barycentric calculus we get from [13, Prop. 5.61 
that f, > a” >j’, . Hence we may find a d E A(K) such that 
jl+8>d>j2. 
Then on F 
d--li<a<d, 
and on X 
d--6>f--6. 
By [3, Theot. 3.31 we can find a, E A(K) such that 
alIF = a, 
(d - 6) v g < a, < d. 
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Then on G 
a, < d < c + S < 2c. 
Step 2. Assume now that we have constructed {u~}~=~ C A(K) such 
that 
g < ai < sup a” + Si , on K, 
K 
j-S <Ui, on X, 
( 
i-l 
ai -=L 2i c - 1 2-‘aj , on G, 
i=l 1 
for i = l,..., n. 
Then on G 
0 < 2” (C - gl 2-jaj) 9 
and on Gr\F 
a < 2” ( c - i 2-ja, . i=l ) 
Hence we may apply Step 1 to construct an extension a,,, E A(K) of 
a such that 
g < an+, on K, 
f - Ll -c a,+, 7 on X, 
a,,, < 2n+l (c - gl 2-‘aj), on G, 
a,+, < sup 2 + a,+, , on K, 
K 
where 
Then the sequence {an}& constructed by induction will be 
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uniformly bounded, so the series Z = CT=, 2-4~~ converges in A(K) 
and is an extension of a. Clearly, 
g < ii, on K, 
f- f < li, on X, 
a < c, on G. Q.E.D. 
To prove the next theorem we need a few facts about tensor 
products of compact convex sets. If Kr and KS are compact convex 
sets, we shall denote by BA(K, x Ks) the space of continuous biaffine 
functions on K, x K, . By K, @ K, we denote the state space of 
BA(K, x K2), which is a compact convex set such that A(K, @ K,) 
by composition with the natural map w: Kl x K, + KI @K, 
identifies with BA(K, x K2). We have that o(K, x K,) 1 a,(K, @ K,). 
If Fl , F, are closed split faces of Kl , K, , respectively, then it was 
shown in [6] that cO(o(F, x FJ) is a split face in Kl @ K, (denoted 
by Fl QF,) provided, e.g., A(F,) has the approximation property. 
Now let ?(lP) denote the family of all closed nonempty convex sets 
in R”. Recall that a set-valued function 9: K -+ F(W) is called lower- 
semicontinuous if for each open set U in UP the set 
is open in K. 
{k E K 1$(k) n U # s} 
If CC UP, we shall denote by A(K, C) the continuous affine 
functions from K into FP, which have range contained in C. 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a compact convex set and let I/: K + E(W) 
be a lower semicontinuous set-valued function on K such that for k, h E K, 
01 E [O, 11 
#(d + (1 - 44 2 4(k) + (1 - a) cb(4. 
Let F be a closed split face of K. Let C be a closed n-dimensional convex 
subset of UP. Let t E A(F, C), s E A(K, C) such that 
t(k) E #(k), all k in F, 
s(k) E 4(k), all k in K. 
Then for each E > 0 there exists an extension f E A(K, C) of t such 
that 
i(k) E #(k) + EB 
(where B is the unit baZZ in W). 
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Proof. Intersecting by a compact convex set containing the ranges 
of s and t we may assume that UkoK #(k) is bounded. 
Also, we may assume that C is compact and that 0 E int C. Then 
also the polar Co is compact and 0 E int(CO). 
For x* E Co and k E K we define 
4x*, 4 = SUP{X*(P)~ P E W91- 
It follows from Michael’s selection theorem (see [17]) that for a 
fixedkEKandpE$(k) we can find a continuous selection f of # such 
that f (k) = p. 
Hence 
h(x*, k) = sup(x*( f(k))] f continuous election of +) 
so it is obvious that k is lower semicontinuous on CO x K. 
From the properties of $ it is also clear that for given x* E Co 
4x*, -) is concave on K. 
Now we consider the function a in A,(CO @ K) which is defined by 
the same reasoning as in [6, pp. 3-41 such that 
x*wN, 44x*, 4) = Ix*(@)), 
all (x*, k) E Co x F, 
all w(x*, k) E (Co OF)‘. 
Since x*(t(k)) < 1 on Co x F, x*($(k)) < 1 on Co x K we have 
a < 1 (e.g., by [6, Lemma 21 since a E A,(CO @ K) and 8,(C” @ K) C 
w(C” x F) u (Co OF)‘). 
We have 
x*(W) e 4x*, 4, all (x*, k) E Co x F, 
x*(@)) < h(x*, 4, all (x*, k) E Co x K. 
We show that 
a - w < h on Co x K. 
Let x* E Co, k E K and 
h = Ah\kF + (1 - A) k,, , 
the decomposition of k after F and F’. Since 1 @ fF is affine, 1 at 
CO @F, between 0 and 1, and equals 0 at w(x*, kF,) [6, Lemma 41 we 
have that w(x*, kF,) belongs to a face disjoint from Co OF, i.e., to 
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(CO OF)‘. Since CO @F is a split face of Co Q K and w is biaffine 
+J*, 4 = Xw(x”, kF) + (1 - X) w(X*, I+‘) 
is the decomposition of w(x *, k) after CO @F and (Co @ F)‘. Hence 
a(w(x*, k)) = hx*(t(k,)) + (1 - A) x*(s(kF,)) 
< h&c*, kF) + (1 - A) h(x*, kF,) 
G h(x*, k). 
An anatogous proof shows that 
a(w(0, k)) = 0, all k in K, 
and that if we let G = o(0 x K), which is compact and convex then 
G and Co @F satisfy the crucial condition in Lemma 1. 
Now we choose K > 0 such that KB C_ Co and next we choose 
y~]O,I[andS >Osuchthat 
K-y 1 - y + 8) + (1 - y) sup sup I t I < 6. 
kcK tab(k) 
Then we have 
l--*U>fil-h). 
We substract ~(1 - x*($(k)) and get 
Here 
--Y(l - x*@(k))) G 0, 
y(x*(s(k)) - yx*, k)) G 0. 
The function h we get by defining 
1 - y - u(w(x*, k)) + yx*(s(k)), 
“w(x*s k)) = 10, 
x* E Co, k EF, 
w(x*, k) E (Co OF)’ 
is in Ag(Co @ K). Aslbefore we get 
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for all (x*, K) E Co x K. Since on G n (Co OF) we have 
H(w(0, k)) = 1 - y > 0, 
we get by Lemma 1, the following. There is a c E A(C” @ K) such that 
on Co X K, 
y(x’(@)) - qx*, 4 - 6 ,< 4&*, k)), 
34 - x”(s(k)) ,< 44x*, 4) 
on Co x F, 
and 
Let 
1 - y - s*@(k)) + yx*(s(k)) = c(w(x*, k), 
all k in K. 
b(x*, k) = -c(w(x*, k)) + 1 - ~(1 - x*@(k))). 
Then there is f E A(K, W), r E A(K) such that 
b(x*, k) = x*@(k)) + r(k), V(x*, k) E Co x K. 
Here 
r(k) = b(0, k) = -c(w(O, k)) + I - y 3 0. 
ForKEF, x*ECO, 
x*@(k)) + r(k) -= x*@(k)). 
Put xx = 0 to get r(k) = 0. Since Co separates Iw” we have 
i(k) = t(k). 
Moreover, 
x*(W) < x*(V)) + y(k) 
= -4-4x*, 4) + 1 - ~(1 - x*(W) 
< -y(x*(s(k)) - &*, k)) + 1 + 6 - ~(1 - x*(Q))) 
= yk(x*, k) + 1 - y + S. 
Hence 
x*@(k)) ~2 sup@*(t)1 t E y+(k) + 41 - y + 6)B}; 
i.e., by the choice of y and S, 
t(k) E yqh(k) + /c-l(l - y + 6)B C #(k) + EB. 
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Finally, 
x*@(k)) < b(x*, k) < r(l - x*@(k))) + 1 - ~(1 - x*(s(k))) < 1 
and so i(k) E (7” = C. This finishes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let F be a closed split face of the compact convex set 
K. Let L C NC M be Jinite-dimensional subspaces of A(F) such that 
1 EL. 
Assume there is a linear operator S: M + N such that 11 S 11 = S( 1) = 1 
and 11 S - 1 IIL < E. Let u: N -+ A(K) be an extension operator such 
that u(1) = 1 = 11 u II. 
Then there is an extension operator v: M -+ A(K) such that 
II u - w IIL < 3E 
11 w 11 = W(1) = 1. 
Proof. Let u*: K -+ S,, S: S,-+ S, be the adjoint maps 
of u and S restricted to the state spaces K and S, . Let 
HM = (P EM* I p(l) = 11, 
HL = b EL* I p(l) = 11, 
and let R: M* -P L* and R,: H, + HL be the restriction maps. Then 
R and R, are open continuous affine surjections. 
We want to construct an affine continuous map v: K + S, such 
that 
for k in F, 
(*) 1;;:; ;R;zJ*u*(k) + I&R-‘B, kEK, 
where B is the unit ball in L* and 8: F -+ S, is the evaluation map. 
If we then define 
444 = 4aW), for kE K, UEM, 
this v will satisfy the requirements since from (*) we get 
IIW-uusllr. <2E 
and by assumption II u - US IIL < E so that II w - u IIL. < 3~. 
Let 
#(k) = (R;‘R,S*u*(k) + cR-‘B) n HM. 
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Since R, is open and R,S*u* is continuous, $J is a lower semicontinuous 
set-valued function of K into H, such that 
VW + (1 - 4h) 14(k) + (1 - 4 #(h) 
for all 01 E [0, I] and all k, h in K. 
Obviously S*u*(k) E #(k), Vk E K, and also S*u*(k) E S, . 
Moreover, 6(k) E S, n #(A) for k E F. In fact 
11 Rti(h) - RS*u*(k)ll = sup 1 a(k) - Su(k)I < E 
QEL,ilailsl 
(soli = S*u*(h) + (6(h) - S*u*(h)) E R,lR,S*u*(h) + ER-lB). 
Now S, is of full dimension in H, so the proof follows from 
Theorem 2 with C = S, . 
If we substitute S, and S, is the above proof by the unit balls of N* 
and M*, respectively, an easy modification of the above proof gives 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let F be a closed split face of the compact convex 
set K. Let L 2 N C M be$nite-dimensional subspaces of A(F). 
Assume there is a linear operator S: M -+ N with norm one such that 
I( S - 111, -=c E. Let u: N -+ A(K) be an extension operator with norm 
one. 
Then there is an extension operator v: M -+ A(K) with norm one such 
that (j u - v jlL < 3~. 
Recall that a separable Banach space E has the metric approximation 
property if there is a sequence (T,} of finite-dimensional operators of E 
into E with 11 T, II = 1 f or all n such that for all x in E, T,x + x. 
If E is a closed subspace of A(K) such that 1 E E we say that E has the 
positive metric approximation property if the approximating operators 
T, may be chosen positive (or equivalently such that T,l = 1). 
In both cases it is easy to see that there is an increasing sequence of 
finite-dimensional subspaces {L,} (with 1 EL, in the latter case) and a 
subsequence {SJ of {T,} such that S, maps E into L, , 
and uf, L, is dense in E. 
Proceeding now as in [18] and [l l] we get as application of 
Propositions 3 and 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let F be a closed split face of the compact convex set K. 
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If E is a closed separable subspace of A(F) such that E has the metric 
approximation property, then there is a linear extension operator from E 
into A(K) of norm orz 
If 1 E E and E has the positive metric approximation property then the 
extension operator may be chosen positive and with norm one. 
Using a construction due to Davie [ll, Theor. 1.11 and [l, 11.6.121, 
one can see that if a metrizable compact convex set F has the property 
that whenever F is embedded as a closed split face of a compact 
convex set K then there is a (positive) linear extension operator of 
norm one, then A(F) necessarily has the (positive) metric approxima- 
tion property. 
Combined with Theorem 5 and stated dually we get the following 
generalization of Lazar’s result [ 161. 
COROLLARY 6. Let F be a metrixable compact convex set. Then the 
following two conditions are equivalent. 
(1) Whenever F is embedded as a closed split face of a compact 
convex set K, then there is a continuous afine projection of K 
onto F. 
(2) A(F) has th p t’ e osaave metric approximation property. 
Finally we shall apply Theorem 5 to C*-algebras. 
Let A be a C*-algebra with identity and I a two-sided closed ideal 
in A. It follows from works of Effros [12], Stormer [20] and Alfsen [2] 
(see also [3, 14]), that the annihilator F = I1 of I in the state space S, 
of A is a split face of A and that all closed split faces of S, are of this 
type. Via the canonical identification of A(S,) and the self-adjoint 
part A,, of A, I,, corresponds to the space of affine functions in A(S,) 
that vanish on F, while (A/I),, corresponds naturally to A(F) and the 
quotient map corresponds to the restriction map from A(K) to A(F). 
THEOREM 7. Let A, B be C*-algebras and m: A -+ B a surjective 
*-homomorphism. Let C be a separable subspace of B,, . 
(1) If C has the metric approximation property then there is a 
linear map T: C -+ A,, such that 
II Tc II = II c IL all c in C, 
nTc = c, all c in C. 
(2) If A has an identity e such that n(e) E C and if C has the 
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positive metric approximation property then the operator T in 
(1) can be chosen positive. 
(3) If B has the positive metric approximation property, then there 
is a positive linear map S: B -+ A such that 
(i) S is an isometry, 
(ii) 7rS = id, . 
Proof. Adjoining an identity if necessary we may assume that A 
and B have identities (since a map of the type described has to map 
C Y (0) into A x (0)). Then (1) and (2) follow immediately from 
Theorem 5 and the remarks preceeding the theorem. 
Condition (3) follows from (1) and (2) since a positive linear map 
from an algebra has the same norm over the algebra as it has over the 
self-adjoint part of the algebra, see [19; 21, Lemma 111. 
COROLLARY 8. Let A be a C*-algebra and I a two-sided closed 
ideal such that the quotient A/I is separable and has the metric approxima- 
tion property. 
Then I has a closed complement in A. 
Proof. By Theorem 7 there is a continuous linear map T: A/I -+ A 
with 11 T 11 < 2 and qT = idA,, (where q is the quotient map). Then 
id, - Tq is a projection of A onto I. 
From Corollary 8 and [15, Prop. 1.71 we have the following. 
COROLLARY 9. Let A be a C*-algebra and I a two-sided closed ideal 
in A such that A/I is separable and has the metric approximation 
property. 
Then maps can be de$ned to make the sequence of continuous cohomology 
.!Y~PS 
exact. 
We mentioned in the introduction that Corollary 8 fails if the 
quotient is not separable. The same example shows that the assump- 
tion on metrizability cannot be dropped in Corollary 6. 
Apparently it is not known if (1) an ideal in a C*-algebra is com- 
plemented if we just assume separability of the quotient, and (2) 
a C*-algebra always has the approximation property. 
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